B2 – Online courses: Translations
High quality professional translations are ideal, having been through a rigorous translation and proof
reading process by two professional translators. The Solihull Approach add them to the online courses
when resources allow (they are very costly to produce) and where there is evidence of demand. Not all
translated courses have voiceovers, unless the language is more commonly spoken rather than read by
its population (at the time of writing only Urdu).
In 2020 the Google Translate widget was added to www.inourplace.co.uk, enabling any course to be
translated into a further 108 languages, albeit at a lower quality consistent with an internet based autotranslation service.
Here is a link to the page on the website explaining how to use Google Translate.

Can’t see Google Translate?
Are you using Internet Explorer to access the internet? Unfortunately IE does not support Google
Translate.
https://inourplace.co.uk/translations/

Translations
Want to read our online courses for parents in your first language?

Some of our online courses are professionally translated and you can choose one if
your language is there. If your language isn’t there, our latest addition uses the
available technology around automatic translation.
For the foreseeable future we have added the Google translate widget to our online
courses to offer people our courses in all the available languages.
Choose the English version of an online course and click on the Google translate box*
and then choose your language.
*Please use an internet browser (the thing you use to access the internet) that supports the
Google translation widget, such as Microsoft Edge, Google Chrome, Ecosia or Firefox
(unfortunately it doesn’t work with Internet Explorer).
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‘You have to say it, say it again, say it again, and again, and again – and just about
the time you are sick of saying it, your audience is hearing it for the first time.’

We are sure that Google won’t mind us saying that it is not perfect, and certainly
should never replace specific advice that you are getting from your local health
professionals.
We do hope the translation is good enough so that you enjoy this course. Do let us
know at the end of the course. Thank you!

(This is Google Translate, not a professional translation, so we take no
responsibility for their errors!)
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